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Abstract. Temporal aggregation is an important but costly operation
for applications that maintain time-evolving data (data warehouses, tem-
poral databases, etc.). In this paper we examine the problem of comput-
ing temporal aggregates over data streams. Such aggregates are main-
tained using multiple levels of temporal granularities: older data is ag-
gregated using coarser granularities while more recent data is aggregated
with finer detail. We present specialized indexing schemes for dynami-
cally and progressively maintaining temporal aggregates. Moreover, these
schemes can be parameterized. The levels of granularity as well as their
corresponding index sizes (or validity lengths) can be dynamically ad-
justed. This provides a useful trade-off between aggregation detail and
storage space. Analytical and experimental results show the efficiency of
the proposed structures. Moreover, we discuss how the indexing schemes
can be extended to solve the more general range temporal and spatio-
temporal aggregation problems.

1 Introduction

With the rapid increase of historical data in data warehouses, temporal aggre-
gates have become predominant operators for data analysis. Computing tempo-
ral aggregates is a significantly more intricate problem than traditional aggrega-
tion. Each database tuple has an attribute value (e.g. the dosage of a prescrip-
tion) and is accompanied by a time interval during which the attribute value is
valid. Consequently, the value of a tuple attribute affects the aggregate computa-
tion for all those instants included in the tuple’s time interval. An instantaneous
temporal aggregate is the aggregate value of all tuples whose intervals contain a
given time instant. A cumulative temporal aggregate is the aggregate value of all
tuples whose intervals intersect a given time interval. For example, “find the total
number of phone calls made in 1999”. In the rest we concentrate on cumulative
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aggregates since they are more general; thus the term “temporal aggregation”
implies “cumulative temporal aggregation”. Furthermore, in this paper we focus
on the SUM aggregate but our solutions apply to COUNT and AVG as well.

Many approaches have been recently proposed to address temporal aggre-
gation queries [26, 19, 27, 11, 22, 28, 29]. They are classified into two categories:
approaches that compute a temporal aggregate when the aggregate is requested
(usually by sweeping through related data) and those that maintain a specialized
aggregate index [28, 29]. The latter approaches dynamically precompute aggre-
gates and store them appropriately in the specialized index. This leads to less
space (since the aggregation index is typically much smaller than the actual
data) as well as much faster query times (an ad-hoc aggregate is computed by
simply traversing a path in the index). In particular, [28] proposed the SB-tree,
an elegant index used to solve the scalar temporal aggregation problem: the ag-
gregation involves all tuples whose intervals intersect the query time interval.
[29] introduced the MVSB-tree and solved a more general problem, the range
temporal aggregation, where the aggregate is taken over all tuples intersecting
the query time interval and having keys in a query specified key range.

However, all previous works assume that the temporal aggregation is ex-
pressed in a single time granularity. Usually this granularity is the same as the
granularity used to store the time attributes. Recently, there has been much
research on multiple time granularities [4, 9, 8, 6, 3]. In many data warehousing
query languages, e.g. Microsoft’s MDX, one query can return results at multiple
granularities. Consider a database tracking the phone calls records and let the
time granularity be in seconds. Each phone call record is accompanied by an
interval [start, end) (both in seconds) indicating the time period this call took
place. A temporal aggregate example is: “find the total number of phone calls
made between 12:30:01 and 15:30:59 today”. While aggregating per second may
be necessary for queries on the recent enterprise history (say within 10 days), for
many applications it is not crucial when querying the remote history (for exam-
ple, data older than a year ago). In the latter case, the aggregation at a coarser
time granularity (e.g., per minute or per day) may be satisfactory enough. The
ability to aggregate using coarser granularities for older data is crucial for appli-
cations that accumulate large amounts of data. As an example, [18] cites that
a major telecommunications company collects 75GB of detailed call data every
day or 27TB a year. With this huge amount of source data, even the specialized
aggregation index under a single time granularity will soon grow too large.

Saving storage space is especially useful for applications under the stream
model, which was formalized recently by [17]. A stream is an ordered sequence
of points that are read in increasing order. The performance of an algorithm
that operates on streams is measured by the number of passes the algorithm
must make over the stream, when constrained by the size of available storage
space. The model is very appropriate for example when analyzing network traffic
data [15, 10, 12, 13]. The amount of data that is generated in such applications
is very large, and certainly can exceed any reasonable amount of available mem-
ory quickly. Therefore any analysis technique has to assume that it can make



only one pass over the data. Recently proposed techniques include clustering
algorithms when the objects arrive as a stream [15], computing decision tree
classifies when the classification examples arrive as a stream [10], as well as
computing histograms and answering range queries when the values arrive in a
stream [12, 13].

It is reasonable to consider two stream models: the window model, where
we are only interested in data that arrived recently, within a window W , from
current time, and the complete model, when all data are equally interesting. Both
of the models have limitations, since in the first model old data are completely
lost, and in the second model accuracy can suffer since the size of available
storage remains constant while the amount of data increases continuously.

In this paper we assume that insertions and deletions of tuples come as a
stream. Since both the window model and the complete model have disadvan-
tages, we propose a hybrid model called the Hierarchical Temporal Aggregation
(HTA) model. We keep full information of all tuples that arrived during the most
recent time, but we aggregate earlier records at coarser granularities. We further
separate the HTA model into the fixed storage model and the fixed time window
model. The difference is based on the mechanisms to control the aggregation.
The former one is based on the size of the structures, and the latter one is based
on the amount of time that passes.

Besides considering the temporal aggregation problem, we also consider the
more general range temporal aggregation problem and the spatio-temporal ag-
gregation problem. An range temporal aggregation query may be: “find how
many phone calls were made in 1999 from phones in the 626 area (Los Ange-
les)”. A spatio-temporal aggregation query may be: “given an arbitrary spatial
region, compute the total precipitation of rain falls in this region in 1999”.

The contributions of the paper can be summarized as:

– We provide efficient solutions using specialized aggregation indices for the
temporal aggregate problems under multiple granularities. In particular we
propose solutions for both the fixed storage model and for the fixed time
window model. Analytical and experimental results prove the efficiency of
our solutions.

– We show how the proposed solutions can be extended to solve the range
temporal aggregation and the spatio-temporal aggregation problems under
the fixed time window model.

– Furthermore, the proposed specialized index structures can be parameter-
ized. That is, the levels of granularity as well as the corresponding index
sizes or validity lengths can be dynamically adjusted. This provides a useful
trade-off between the aggregation detail and the storage space.

The ability to aggregate with fixed storage is reminiscent of the on-line aggre-
gation proposed in [16]. There, when an aggregation query is asked, an approxi-
mate answer is given very quickly. This answer is progressively refined, while the
user is provided with the confidence of the current answer and the percentage
of the elapsed computation time out of the total time needed to get the final



answer. [20] achieved a similar goal by keeping aggregate information in the in-
ternal nodes of index structures. The problem examined in this paper is different
since we do not keep all the information as the existing works do, and we always
give exact answers to the aggregation queries very fast, with the exact answers
for the remote history being aggregated at coarser time granularities.

Aggregating with different granularities also resembles the roll-up operation
examined in the data warehousing studies. A data warehouse is usually based
on a multi-dimensional data model. Along each dimension, a concept hierarchy
may exist, which defines a sequence of mappings from a set of low-level concepts
to high-level, more general concepts. For example, along the location dimension,
we may have a concept hierarchy city ∈ state ∈ country ∈ continent. The
roll-up operation performs aggregation by climbing up a concept hierarchy for a
dimension. In a sense the HTA model also aims to “roll-up” by climbing up the
time hierarchy. However, the problem examined here is different for two reasons:
(1) In a data warehouse, the information is stored at the finest granularity,
while in the HTA model, information is stored at different time granularity,
according to whether the information is old or new; and (2) The roll-up in
data warehousing takes place at query time, which allows the user to get the
aggregation results at coarser granularity; while in the HTA model, the roll-up
takes place automatically and systematically as data accumulates.

A very related work is [25], which presents an effective technique for data
reduction that handles the gradual change of the data from new detailed data
to older, summarized data in a dimensional data warehouse. Although the time
dimension can be considered as an ordinary dimension in the data warehouse,
our work differs from their work in the semantics of data over the time dimension.
Consider the case when a tuple is valid across all days in a week. In our temporal
database environment, the tuple value will be counted once towards any query
which intersects the valid week. In the data warehouse environment, however,
the tuple value will be counted once for every day of the week. Thus to aggregate
by week, the technique of [25] will multiply the tuple value by 7. Clearly, both
semantics have practical meanings. However, they apply to different scenarios.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the models of
aggregation and identifies four implementation issues. The solution for the tem-
poral aggregation problem under the fixed storage model is presented in section
3, while the solution under the fixed time window model is presented in section
4. The performance results appear in section 5. The solutions are extended to
solve the range temporal aggregation problem and the spatio-temporal aggrega-
tion problems in section 6. Section 7 discusses related work. Finally, section 8
presents our conclusions.

2 Problem Definition

The time dimension naturally has a hierarchy. A k-level time hierarchy is denoted
as gran1 → . . . → grank, where gran1 is at the coarsest granularity and grank

is at the finest granularity. Here each granularity has a value range (normally
a finite subset of the set of integers). Any time instant corresponds to a full



assignment of the k granularities. For example, a 3-level time hierarchy may be:
year → month → day. Here at the finest granularity we have days, which are
grouped in months, which are further grouped in years. A time instant “Oct
1, 2001” corresponds to the following full assignment of the three granularities:
“year=2001, month=10, day=1”.
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Fig. 1. The HTA model.

Given a k-level time hierarchy, the Hierarchical Temporal Aggregation (HTA)
model divides the time space [orig, now) into k segments and for each segment
i ∈ {1, . . . , k}, the aggregates are maintained with granularity grani (figure 1).
Here orig is a fixed time specifying the creation time of the database and now
corresponds to the ever-increasing current time. The dividing times between pairs
of adjacent segments are denoted as t1div, . . . , tk−1

div .
As now progresses and as new objects are inserted, the initial assignments

of the dividing times may become obsolete. Thus, any solution to the tempo-
ral aggregation problem under the HTA model should allow the corresponding
segments to be dynamically adjusted. Depending on what triggers the dynamic
adjustment, we further separate the HTA model into two sub-models:

– Fixed Storage Model. The assumption for this model is that the available
storage is limited. When the total storage of the aggregate index becomes
more than a fixed threshold S, older information is aggregated at a coarser
granularity.

– Fixed Time Window Model. Here we assume that the lengths of all
segments (except the first segment1) are fixed. For example, in segmentk
where records are aggregated by grank (say by day), we may want to keep
information for one year; for segmentk−1 where records are aggregated by
grank−1 (say by month), we may want to keep information for five years,
etc. Hence, as now advances, we need to increase the dividing time instants
t1div, . . . , tk−1

div .

The two models are geared towards different requirements. For example, in a
telephone traffic application we may want to always maintain the aggregate over
the most recent day (i.e., the window size of the latest segment, segmentk is
set to a day). On the other hand, the fixed storage model guarantees its storage
requirements but the length of the aggregation maybe less, equal or more than
a day.

To increase a dividing time tidiv in the fixed time window model, both the
aggregate indices for segmenti and segmenti+1 should change. To maintain effi-
ciency the following is needed: (a) We should avoid building the complete index
structures for the two segments around tidiv whenever it advances. Rather, some
kind of patching should be performed. (b) We should avoid frequent dividing



time advances. If we actually maintain lengthi to be a fixed value, the dividing
times should advance every time now advances. Instead, we allow lengthi to be
a value within a certain range [Wl,Wh) and we increase ti−1

div whenever lengthi

reaches Wh.
To design an aggregation index under any of the two models, there are four

issues that need to be addressed.

1. Structure: We need to maintain an index for each of the k segments and we
need to integrate these indices (and possibly some additional information)
together as a unified index structure.
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Fig. 2. A record may affect several segments.

2. Query: We need an algorithm to evaluate an aggregation query by looking
up the unified index structure. One important issue is that for a query which
touches several segments, we should avoid counting the same record more
than once. In figure 2, the shadowed box illustrates the query, which involves
segment 1 and segment 2. The query result is the total weight of records
r1, r2, r3, r4. However, since we maintain the aggregates for each segment
individually, record r2 and r3 are maintained in both segments. So if the
query is divided into two, one per segment and aggregate the two query
results, r2 and r3 would be counted twice, which should be avoided. Another
issue that arise upon query is the query granularity. As figure 2 shows, a
query may span more than one segments, where each segment has a different
granularity. In this case, we assume the query granularity to be the coarsest
one among all these segments.

3. Update: We need to incrementally maintain the unified index structure as
new objects are inserted/deleted.

4. Advancing the dividing times: The two sub-models differ in how the
advancement is triggered. However, for both models, we need to advance
the dividing times systematically. Moreover, information before the new di-
viding time should be removed from the index and aggregated at a coarser
granularity.

3 Temporal Aggregation with Fixed Storage

[28] proposed two approaches to incrementally maintain temporal aggregates.
Both approaches rely on using two SB-trees collectively. In this section we first
propose a slightly different approach and then we present a technique to extend
the approach under the fixed storage model.



3.1 The 2SB-tree

A single SB-tree as proposed in [28] can be used to maintain instantaneous
temporal aggregates. One feature about the SB-tree is that a deletion in the
base table is treated as an insertion with a negative value. Thus in the rest we
focus on the insertion operation. [28] also proposed two approaches to maintain
the cumulative temporal aggregate. The first approach is called Dual SB-tree.
Two SB-trees are kept. One maintains the aggregates of records valid at any
given time, while the other maintains the aggregates of records valid strictly
before any given time. The latter SB-tree can be implemented via the following
technique: whenever a database tuple with interval i is inserted in the base table,
an interval is inserted into the SB-tree with start time being i.end and end time
being +∞. To compute the aggregation query with query interval i, the approach
first computes the aggregate value at i.end. It then adds the aggregate value of
all records with intervals strictly before i.end and finally subtracts the aggregate
value of all records with intervals strictly before i.start.

The second approach is called the JSB-tree. Logically, two SB-trees are again
maintained. One maintains the aggregates of records valid strictly before any
given time, while the other maintains the aggregates of records valid strictly
after any given time. Physically, the two SB-trees can be combined into one
tree, where each record keeps two aggregate values rather than one. To compute
an aggregate with query interval i, this approach subtracts from the total value
of all maintained intervals (which is a single value and is easily maintained) the
aggregate of all records with intervals strictly before i.start and the aggregate
of all records with intervals strictly after i.end. As [28] points out, the two
approaches have tradeoffs and no one of them is obviously better than the other.

We hereby propose a new approach called the 2SB-tree. The idea is again
to maintain two SB-trees. One maintains the aggregates of records whose start
times are less than any given time, while the other maintains the aggregates of
records whose end times are less than any given time. To compute a temporal
aggregate regarding interval i, we find the total value of records whose start
times are less than i.end and then subtract the total value of records whose end
times are less than i.start. Note that each such SB-trees takes as input, besides
a value, a point instead of an interval. The point implies an interval from it to
+∞. Compared with the Dual SB-tree, to answer an aggregation query we need
to perform two SB-tree traversals instead of three. Compared with the JSB-tree
approach (note that the two trees used in the 2SB-tree approach can also be
physically combined into one), there is no need to maintain the total weight of
all records, and the two SB-trees have unified point input. In the JSB-tree, we
can also let the two SB-trees take point input; however, the input points have
different meanings for the two trees. In one tree, it implies an interval from −∞
to the point, while in the other tree, it implies an interval from the point to +∞.

3.2 The 2SB-tree with Fixed Storage

When we have fixed storage space, we extend both SB-trees in the 2SB-tree
approach with multiple time granularities under the fixed storage model. Each



of the extended SB-trees is called the SB-tree with fixed storage (SB-treeFS) and
the complete index is called the 2SB-tree with fixed storage (2SB-treeFS). It is
enough to discuss the four implementation issues on a single SB-treeFS .
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Fig. 3. Structure of the SB-treeFS .

Structure: Similarly with a single SB-tree in the 2SB-tree approach, the SB-
treeFS maintains a set of time points and is able to answer the 1-dimensional
dominance-sum query of the form: “given a time t, find the total value of all
points less than t”. The extension is that the time dimension is divided into k
segments. For each segment, an SB-tree Ii is maintained. The total storage size
S can be enforced by requiring that each index Ii occupies no more than Si

disk pages, where S1, . . . , Sk can be set by the warehouse manager depending
on applications. Furthermore,

∑k
i=1 Si = S. For simplicity we assume that S1 =

. . . = Sk = S/k. For each dividing time tidiv, a value Snapi is also kept. This
value is the total value of all points inserted before tidiv. Figure 3 illustrates the
structure.

Query: In order for the SB-treeFS to compute a dominance-sum, we first
find the segment i which contains t and query index Ii. Then, if i > 1, Snapi−1

is added to the query result. Note that by reducing the temporal aggregation
query into dominance-sum queries, we have automatically avoided the problem
illustrated in figure 2. This is because in the reduced problem, each input, as well
as query, deals not with an interval, but with a point, which falls into exactly
one of the segments.

Update: To insert a point with time t and value v, we find the segment i
which contains t and insert the point into Ii. Next, v is added to Snapi, . . . , Snapk−1.
Last, if the size of Ii becomes larger than the threshold S/k, we advance the di-
viding time ti−1

div . This reduces the size of Ii by removing part of the index while
the removed information is aggregated at grani−1 and stored in index Ii−1.

t1
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Snap1

(by month) (by day)

tdiv
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I21I

t1
div tdiv

2t1 t2

month 1 month 2 month 3 month 4 month 5 month 6 month 7

(a) The two segments of interest (b) The root-level records of I2

Fig. 4. Advancing the dividing time t1div.

Advancing the dividing time: Figure 4a depicts an example where I1 is
aggregated by month while I2 is aggregated by day. Assume I2 becomes too big
and thus t1div needs to be advanced. Consider the time intervals of the records
in the root page of index I2 (figure 4b). The lifespan of I2 is between t1div and



t2div. The major ticks represent the months and the minor ticks represent the
days. The dividing time t1div should occur at a major tick since it is also the end
time of the lifespan of index I1, which is aggregated by month. The rectangles
in figure 4b represent the root-level records in SB-tree I2. The lifespans of these
root-level records are contiguous to one another. Since I2 is aggregated by day,
the connection times of these records fall on the minor ticks, but they may not
fall on major ticks.

To advance the dividing time t1div, we need to choose a new dividing time
tnewdiv and move the information before tnewdiv from I2 to I1 (aggregated at
a coarser granularity). For simplicity let’s assume that half of the information
is moved over. Straightforwardly, one wishes to go to the root page of I2 and
move the sub-trees pointed to by the left half of the records. For example, in
figure 4b, we should move the sub-trees pointed to by the first four root-level
records from I2 to I1. We first assume that the last root-level record to be
moved ends at a major tick (which is the case in the figure, as illustrated by the
thick line segment). The case when the record ends somewhere inside a month is
discussed afterwards. To remove information from I2 is easy: we just perform a
tree traversal on the sub-trees and deallocate all tree pages met. We thus focus
on how to update I1 and we propose two algorithms.

Algorithm 1. Note that the SB-tree I2 logically maintains a set of points,
each of which corresponds to a month and a day. Since I1 aggregates by month,
we should standardize these points such that they correspond to months only.
The algorithm is to find for every month before tnewdiv, the total value of points
inserted some time during this month. If the value is not zero, we update I1. For
the example of figure 4b, we find the total value of points inserted during months
1, 2 and 3, respectively. To find the value for a given month, say month 2, we
perform a dominance-sum query at the first day of month 3 and then subtract
from it the dominance-sum at the first day of month 2.

In the above algorithm, the number of queries we perform on I2 for an ad-
vance of dividing time is equal to M , the number of months between t1div and
tnewdiv. Thus the total I/O spent for these queries is O(M logB N), where N is
the number of leaf records in I2 and B is the page size in number of records.
Although M is normally smaller than N , this is not always true; e.g. when the
application generates sparse data where each record spans several months and
different records have little overlap. We hereby propose a O(N logB N) algo-
rithm. We can choose between the two algorithms at run time when the values
of M and N are known.

0 4 6 9

Jan 1 Jan 5 Mar 5 Mar 20

Jan 31. Sum of points Mar 31. Sum of points inserted

inserted during Jan is 4.

Jun 30

during March is 9-4=5.

Fig. 5. Illustration of algorithm 2.



Algorithm 2. The idea is that we reconstruct the entire aggregates on the
part of I2 that needs to be removed. As shown in [28], this can be performed by
a depth-first traversal to reach all leaf nodes. The result is a list of intervals, one
connecting to another, each of which is associated with a value (the dominance-
sum at all time instants during this interval). An example of such a list is shown
in figure 5. We use this example to illustrate how we can identify the months and
values to be inserted into I1 by traversing this list only once. Initially, we meet
the first interval [Jan 1, Jan 5). Since it starts and ends in the same month, no
change is needed. When we see the second interval [Jan 5, Mar 5), we conclude
that in January (the month of the start time of the interval), the sum of all
inserted points is 4. This triggers an update of I1. The next interval [Mar 5, Mar
20) can be ignored again. The last interval [Mar 20, Jun 30) has value 9. The
value is the sum of all points inserted in January and in March. To get only the
sum of points inserted in March, we subtract 4 from it and we get 9 − 4 = 5.
This triggers the other insertion in I1.

Now we consider the case when the last root-level record to be moved does
not end at a major tick. E.g. in figure 4b, assume that the fourth record ends
not at t1, but at t2. To handle this situation, we choose tnewdiv to be the last
major tick before t2 (which is t1 in this example). There is a single path in I2

from root to leaf along which each record contains t1. These records are all split
at t1; the left copies are aggregated and recorded (along with the sub-tree rooted
by the first three root-level records) in I1, while the right copies are retained in
I2.

After the sub-trees are removed from I2, index I1 is updated and the dividing
time t1div is advanced to tnewdiv, there is one more issue to resolve. Suppose the
dominance-sum at tnewdiv on the previous I2 is v, we need to add v to Snap1.
Furthermore, we need to update I2 such that a dominance-sum query within
the new I2 is not affected by the part that were removed. This is achieved by
inserting into I2 value −v at time tnewdiv.

Theorem 1. Given a storage limit S, expressed in number of disk pages, the
complexities of the 2SB-treeFS with k time granularities are as follows. To com-
pute a temporal aggregate takes O(logB (S/k)) I/Os, and the amortized insertion
cost is O(k logB (S/k)). Here B is the page capacity in number of records.

Proof. An SB-treeFS with k time granularities contains k SB-trees, one for each
granularity. Thus a 2SB-treeFS with k time granularities contains 2k SB-trees.
We can allocate S/2k pages for each SB-tree. Thus the max number of leaf
records in every SB-tree is O(SB/k). Since the query cost for a single SB-tree is
O(logB n) [28], where n is the number of leaf records, and to compute a temporal
aggregate the 2SB-treeFS performs one query in each of the two SB-trees, the
query cost is O(logB (SB/k)) = O(logB (S/k)).

Now we consider the insertion cost. We know that the insertion cost of a
single SB-tree is O(logB n). By applying similar reasoning as in the previous
paragraph, we arrive at the conclusion that the insertion cost of the 2SB-treeFS

is O(logB (S/k)) if no advancing of the dividing time takes place. If an SB-tree



Ii occupies more than S/k pages due to an insertion, we need to move half of
the tree to Ii−1. Assume that we use the second algorithm as discussed earlier
in this section. The cost contains three parts: (1) the cost to reconstruct the
aggregates for the to-be-removed part of Ii; (2) the cost to remove from Ii; and
(3) the cost to insert into Ii−1. The cost of part 1 is O(S/k) [28]. The cost to
remove from Ii is also O(S/k). The cost to insert into Ii−1 is O(SB

k logB (S/k)),
since there are O(SB/k) intervals in the reconstructed aggregate list and (in
the worst case) for each one of them an insertion takes place in Ii−1. In the
worst case, the operation of moving half of the tree to another SB-tree (which
aggregates at a coarser granularity) is executed recursively for k − 1 times. So
we conclude that the cost of advancing a dividing time is O(SB logB (S/k)).
Now, since after each such advancement, the SB-tree where half of the tree
was removed is only half full, to fill it takes another O(SB/k) insertions. Thus
the cost of advancing a dividing time can be amortized among the O(SB/k)
insertions, or O(k logB (S/k)) per insertion. To sum up, the amortized insertion
cost of the 2SB-treeFS is O(k logB (S/k)).

4 Temporal Aggregation with Fixed Time Window

For simplicity, we assume that there are two levels in the time hierarchy: day →
minute. Our solution in this section can be extended to three or more levels. The
time dimension [orig, now) is divided into two segments by the dividing time
tdiv. As discussed before, the difference between now and tdiv should be within
a certain range [Wl, Wh). Without lose of generality, we assume that Wl = W
and Wh = 2W , i.e. now ∈ [tdiv + W, tdiv + 2W ). Similar to the methodology of
section 3, we extend each of the SB-trees in the 2SB-tree under the fixed time
window model (SB-treeFTW ), and we call the collective structure the 2SB-tree
with fixed time window (2SB-treeFTW ). We now focus on a single SB-treeFTW .

orig t1 t2 t3now

Snap SnapSnap
DIDI12

12
SI 01 SI

23
SI 23

 1  2  3

Fig. 6. Structure of the SB-treeFTW .

Structure: Figure 6 shows the structure. Here we use SI to represent sparse
index, which means to aggregate by day; we use DI to mean dense index, which
means to aggregate by minute. The dividing time is currently t1. For points
before t1, we maintain a sparse index SI01. For points after t1, we maintain
two dense indices DI12 and DI23, corresponding to the points before and after
t2 = t1 + W . For points belonging to [t1, t2) and points belonging to [t2, now),
we also maintain sparse indices SI12 and SI23. These indices will be augmented
to index SI01 later as time advances. Furthermore, at t1, t2 and t3 = t2 +W , we
maintain three values Snap1, Snap2 and Snap3 as the total value of the points
before t1, the total value of the points before t2 and the total value of the points
before t3, respectively.



Query: The algorithm to compute a dominance-sum regarding time t is as
follows:

– If t < t1, return the query result on SI01;
– otherwise, if t < t2, query SI12 or DI12, depending on whether t is the first

minute of some day; return the query result plus Snap1;
– otherwise, query DI23 or SI23, depending on whether t is the first minute of

some day; return the query result plus Snap2;

Update: The algorithm to insert a point with time t and value v is:

– If t < t1, insert into SI01; add v to Snap1, Snap2 and Snap3;
– otherwise, if t < t2, insert into SI12 and DI12; add v to Snap2 and Snap3;
– otherwise, insert into SI23 and DI23; add v to Snap3.

orig t1 t2

Snap SnapSnap
DIDI12

12
SI 01 SI

23
SI 23

t3(now)

 1  2  3

orig t1 t2

Snap
DI23
SI 23

t3(now)

SI

Snap Snap
DI

SI02
34

34

t4

 2  3  4

(a) before advancing tdiv (b) after advancing tdiv

Fig. 7. Advancing the dividing time in the SB-treeFTW .

Advancing the dividing time: When the current time now advances to
t3 (figure 7a), we need to advance the dividing time tdiv from t1 to t2. The
algorithm is:

– Integrate SI12 into SI01. First, reconstruct the aggregates of SI12. Then,
scan through the result list of intervals; for each interval [start, end) with
value v, insert 〈start, v− v′〉 into SI01, where v′ is the value of the previous
interval (for the first interval, v′ is 0).

– Set Snap4 = Snap3 which stands for the total value of points inserted before
t4 = t3 + W ;

– Initialize the dense index DI34 and the sparse index SI34 to be empty;
– Remove indices DI12 and SI12.

After the modifications, the layout of the SB-treeFTW is as shown in figure
7b. We note that the window size W can be adjusted by the warehouse manager.
A large W means that the 2SB-treeFTW behaves similar as the 2SB-tree which
aggregates only by minute. A small W means that the 2SB-treeFTW behaves
similar as the 2SB-tree which aggregates only by day.

5 Performance Results

While the efficiency of the 2SB-treeFS is guaranteed by theorem 1, this is not
the case for the 2SB-treeFTW . The difference is that in the latter case, the



advancing of dividing times depends not on the index sizes, but on the length of
time intervals of the segments. In the worst case, all original data fall on the last
partition and thus are kept at the finest granularity. Thus we use performance
results to show its efficiency. As baseline cases, we compare with the approaches
which involve a single time granularity. Specifically, we assume the time hierarchy
has two levels: day → minute, and we compare our 2SB-treeFTW (denoted as
SB FTW) with the 2SB-tree which aggregates only by day (denoted as SB day)
and the 2SB-tree which aggregates only by minute (denoted as SB min). We
expect that the SB day uses the least space, since it aggregates at a coarse
granularity; however, at the same time it has the least aggregation power in the
sense that it does not possess the ability to compute by-minute aggregates. The
SB min is exactly the opposite. We expect that the new approach combines the
benefits of both baseline approaches.

The algorithms were implemented in C++ using GNU compilers. The pro-
grams ran on a Sun Enterprise 250 Server machine with two 300MHz UltraSPARC-
II processors using Solaris 2.8. We compare the index generation time, the query
time and the result index sizes. When generating the indices, the CPU cost is
an non-trivial part of the total time. So we report the combined generation time
spent in CPU and for I/O. We measure the CPU cost by adding the amounts of
time spent in user and system mode as returned by the getrusage system call.
We measure the I/O cost by multiplying the number of I/O’s by the average disk
page read access time (10ms). We used a 8KB page size. For all the algorithms
we used the LRU buffering scheme and the buffer size was 100 pages.

Except figure 9b, the data set we used contains 10 million updates. The
current time now advances gradually by 40 years, which is equal to 14,610 days.
The average distance between the dividing time and now is a parameter in the
performance graphs. We call this distance the by-minute window size since the
records in this moving window are aggregated by minute. The by-minute window
size varies from 0.1% to 10% of the 40-year time space. To generate a record, we
choose the end time of its interval to be exponentially near to now. The length
of the record intervals are on average 1000 minutes.
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Fig. 8. Comparing the generation time and the query time.



Figure 8a compares the index generation time while varying the by-minute
window size. The single-granularity indices SB day and SB min are not affected
when the by-minute window size varies. As expected, the SB day takes the short-
est time to generate, while the SB min takes the longest time. The generation
time of the SB FTW is between the other two (11 times less than that of the
SB min for 1% window size). As the by-minute window size becomes larger, the
generation time of the SB FTW tends to be longer, too. The effect of the size
of the by-minute window on the generation time is twofold. On the one hand, a
larger window size means that the dividing time is increased less often. On the
other hand, however, a larger window size means that the sizes of the indices
which exist after the dividing time are larger and thus the updates in them takes
longer. The combined effect is as shown in figure 8a.

For the query performance we measured the execution time in number of
I/Os of 100 randomly generated queries. For the SB day, the aggregates are
computed at a by-day granularity. For the SB min, the aggregates are com-
puted at a by-minute granularity. For the SB FTW, the recent aggregates (if
the query interval is later than the dividing time) are computed by-minute and
the earlier aggregates are computed by-day. As shown in figure 8b, the SB FTW
and the SB day have similar query performance which is much better than that
of the SB min. For 1% window size, the SB FTW is 30 times faster than the
SB min. The SB FTW is preferred over the SB day since for the recent history,
the SB FTW has the power to aggregate at a finer granularity.
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Fig. 9. Comparing the index sizes.

We now examine the index sizes. As figure 9a shows, the SB FTW uses a
little more space than the SB day, but much less than the space used by the
SB min. For 1% window size, the SB FTW uses 23 times less space than the
SB min. In figure 9b we compare the index sizes where the number of objects
changes from 1 million to 20 million. Here we fix the by-minute window size to
be 1% of the time space. As the number of objects increases, the sizes of all the
three indices increase as well. Still, we observe that the size of the SB FTW is a
lot less than that of the SB min.



6 The Range Temporal and the Spatio-Temporal
Aggregations

We now provide solutions to these two problems under the HTA model. We first
describe the problems in their original form. Then we briefly discuss, based on
the solutions to the original problems, how to apply the HTA model.

1. range temporal aggregation: Maintain a set of objects, each of which
has a key, a time interval and a value, so as to efficiently compute the total
value of objects whose keys are in a given range and whose intervals intersect
a given time interval. This problem was introduced in [29]. Compared with the
previously discussed temporal aggregation problem, a query is further limited by
a key range. The previous problem is a special case in that the query key range
is always the whole key space. An example scenario is to maintain a database
of phone call records, each of which has a key as the telephone number, a time
interval during which the call occurred and a value 1. A query may be: “find how
many phone calls were made in 1999 from phones in the 626 area (Los Angeles)”.

2. spatio-temporal aggregation: Maintain a set of objects, each of which
has a d-dimensional point, a time interval and a value, so as to efficiently com-
pute the total value of objects whose points are in a given d-dimensional rectangle
and whose intervals intersect a given time interval. An example scenario is to
maintain a database of measured rain falls. Each record has a 2-dimensional
point as the location of the measuring instrument, a time interval during which
a rainfall occurred, and a value as the measured precipitation. A query may be:
“given an arbitrary spatial region, compute the total precipitation of rain falls
in this region in 1999”.

[29] proposed to use two MVSB-trees collectively to solve the range temporal
aggregation problem. To extend the solution to the fixed time window model,
we use an approach similar to how the 2SB-treeFTW extends the 2SB-tree. The
new index still has the structure of figure 6. However, there are a couple of
differences. For example, Snap1, Snap2, Snap3 which correspond to t1, t2, t3 are
no longer single values, but SB-trees indexing the key dimension. Due to space
limitations, the details of the solution are omitted but can be found in the full
version of the paper [31].

For the spatio-temporal aggregation problem, there exist both main-memory
solutions (the ECDF-tree which was proposed by [2]) and external-memory so-
lutions (the BA-tree which was proposed by [30]). We can extend the solutions
to the fixed time window model similar to how the 2SB-treeFTW extends the
2SB-tree. The details appear in the full version of the paper [31].

7 Related Work

Temporal Aggregation. [26] presented a non-incremental two-step approach
where each step requires a full database scan. First the intervals of the aggre-
gate result tuples are found and then each database tuple updates the values
of all result tuples that it affects. This approach computes a temporal aggre-
gate in O(mn) time, where m is the number of result tuples (at worst, m is



O(n); but in practice it is usually much less than n). Note that this two-step
approach can be used to compute range temporal aggregates, however the full
database scans make it inefficient. [19] used the aggregation-tree, a main-memory
tree (based on the segment tree [23]) to incrementally compute instantaneous
temporal aggregates. However the structure can become unbalanced which im-
plies O(n) worst-case time for computing a scalar temporal aggregate. [19] also
presented a variant of the aggregation tree, the k-ordered tree, which is based
on the k-orderness of the base table; the worst case behavior though remains
O(n). [11, 27] introduced parallel extensions to the approach presented in [19].
[22] presented an improvement by considering a balanced tree (based on red-
black trees). However, this method is still main-memory resident. Finally, [28]
and [29] proposed the SB-tree and the MVSB-tree, respectively, which can be
used to compute the scalar and range temporal aggregates. Both of them are
disk-based, incrementally maintainable and efficient for queries (logarithmic).

Point Aggregation. The solutions proposed in this paper utilizes existing
structures to compute dominance-sums. The computational geometry field pos-
sesses much research work on the dominance-sum and the more general geometric
range searching problem [21, 7, 1]. Most solutions are based on the range tree pro-
posed by [2]. A variation of the range tree which is used to solve the d-dimensional
dominance-sum query is called the ECDF-tree [2]. The d-dimensional ECDF-
tree with n points occupies O(n logd−1

2 n) space, needs O(n logd−1
2 n) preprocess-

ing time and answers a dominance-sum query in O(logd
2 n) time. Note that the

ECDF-tree is a static and internal-memory structure. For the disk-based, dy-
namic case, [30] proposed two versions of the ECDF-B-tree. [30] also presented
the BA-tree which combines the benefits of the two ECDF-B-trees.

Time Granularity. A glossary of time granularity concepts appears in [4].
[6] deeply investigates the formal characterization of time granularities. [3] shows
a novel way to compress temporal databases. The approach is to exploit the
semantics of temporal data regarding how the values evolve over time when
considered in terms of different time granularities. [8] considers the mathemat-
ical characterization of finite and periodical time granularities and identifies a
user-friendly symbolic formalism of it. [9] examines the formalization and uti-
lization of semantic assumptions of temporal data which may involve multiple
time granularities.

Data Warehousing. The time hierarchy we used is similar to the concept
hierarchy in the data warehousing study. [25] proposed a technique to reduce
the storage of data cubes by aggregating older data at coarser granularities. [24]
states that one difference between the spatio-temporal OLAP and the traditional
OLAP is the lack of predefined hierarchies, since the positions and the ranges of
spatio-temporal query windows usually do not confine to pre-defined hierarchies
and are not known in advance. [24] presented a spatio-temporal data warehousing
framework where the spatial and temporal dimensions are modeled as a combined
dimension on the data cube. Data structures are also provided which integrate
spatio-temporal indexing with pre-aggregation. [14] presented a framework which
supports the expiration of unneeded materialized view tuples. The motivation



was that data warehouses collect data into materialized views for analysis and
as time evolves, the materialized view occupies too much space and some of the
data may no longer be of interest.

8 Conclusions

Temporal aggregates have become predominant operators in analyzing time-
evolving data. Many applications produce massive temporal data in the form
of streams. For such applications the temporal data should be processed (pre-
aggregation, etc.) in a single pass. In this paper we examined the problem of
computing temporal aggregates over data streams. Furthermore, aggregates are
maintained using multiple levels of temporal granularities: older data is aggre-
gated using coarser granularities while more recent data is aggregated with finer
detail. We presented two models of operation. In the fixed storage model it is
assumed that the available storage is limited. The fixed time window model guar-
antees the length of every aggregation granularity. For both models we presented
specialized indexing schemes for dynamically and progressively maintaining tem-
poral aggregates. An advantage of our approach is that the levels of granularity
as well as their corresponding index sizes and validity lengths can be dynami-
cally adjusted. This provides a useful trade-off between aggregation detail and
storage space. Analytical and experimental results showed the efficiency of the
proposed structures. Moreover, we discussed how our solutions can be extended
to solve the more general range temporal and spatio-temporal aggregation prob-
lems under the fixed time window model. As future work, we plan to extend our
solutions to the multiple data stream environment.
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